OAST CHALLENGE 2020
TWISTS AND TURNS
Please look through all entries then having selected your favourite, email
oastsecretary@gmail.com indicating the entry number of your choice.
Closing date for voting is 25th November 2020
Entry 1
Wending my Way to the Sea Small wall hanging 25” x 70’’
The twists and turns of lockdown restrictions fitting in with our tutor’s BARGELLO plans
led me to realise how much I was missing the seaside.
The fabric choices and the techniques twisted me out of my comfort zone to make it.
I acknowledge Angela Walters’ design from Craftsy.)

Entry 2
How many Twists and Turns are there? Small wall hanging 33.5” x 15”
Centre design inspiration taken from image found on
https://www.deviantart.com/odonodo/art/20160412-643360860
Right and left designs inspiration taken from Gail Lawther’s Celtic Designs book.
To me these designs are full of Twists and Turns. Colours used are my favourites.
Applique, machine and hand quilted.

Entry 3
The Elephants Take A Star Turn

Cot/Lap quilt 56’’x56’’

While the stars twist in one direction, the elephants take a turn in the other! This
original design was made for a baby born in this rainbow year. The stars and elephant
blanket fabric featured in the happy parents’ wedding quilt. Maintaining the theme, the
quilting features stars.

Entry 4
The Purrfect Quilt

Small wall hanging 47.5”x 47.5”

There are lots of cat and mouse jokes stitched onto this quilt – you need to twist and
turn your head to read them! While the cats twist their tails together, the mice are
running rings around them. A UFO completed in lockdown. Maker’s design.

Entry 5
Twists and Turns

Small wall hanging 18.5”x18.5”

A small square wall hanging, embellished with twisted wires which are hung in a square
aperture (hole) in the centre of the quilt, and are removable. The quilt features two
colourways of batik fabrics twisted around poles, each in a different direction. Some
quilting done with silver thread for extra texture. The pattern is from an old British
Patchwork and Quilting magazine.

Entry 6
Razzle Dazzle

Cot/Lap quilt 36”x36”

I was inspired by Liz Coleman’s invitation to join in a mystery quilt during the lock down. I made
the quilt and followed most of the instructions, although cut it differently at the end. I was pleased
with the way it turned out, and I used up pieces of fabric I would not normally put together.

Entry 7
Deadline Dash – Tucked in the Turns

Small wall hanging 27”x38”

A Jenny Rayment UFO finally made into a wall hanging. A lockdown success! Handsewn and
machine quilted to try to emphasise the 3D design.

